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Starred references are to I to and McKean
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Because of the method of time substitution (Chapter 5*), results on the structure of the Brownian path generalise easily to provide analogous results for arbitrary diffusions. The generalisations of the results described here take simple forms in terms of scale function, speed measure and generator. These generalisations and their proofs will appear elsewhere.
Notation. A BM° is a (one-dimensional) Brownian motion starting at 0. By a BES* we mean a '^dimensional' Bessel process starting at 0, i.e., a continuous random function identical in law to the radial part of a ^-dimensional Brownian motion which starts at 0, See §2,7*. 
Now let w= {w(t):t^0}
be a BM° and put r = inf{s:^(,y) = l}. A direct probabilistic proof of Theorem 3 was given in Williams [5] . It is hoped that the methods outlined there together with the theorems of this note help towards an intuitive understanding of Ray's theory of local time and, in particular explain the appearance of the squared BES4 random function in equation (lie) follows immediately from Theorem 3.
